
O.G.T. 

(Tips for Success) 

 

*For the Reading Test: 

 

1. Before reading a selected passage, READ & MEMORIZE key information in the 

questions. This helps focus your attention on the exact material you are required to 

know. 

 

 

2. Answer questions as you read; don’t wait until finished reading.  This helps save 

  time. 

 

 

3. Eliminate answer choices you know are wrong; then, make an educated guess if 

you are confused. 

 

 

4. For 2-POINT responses, answer the question(s) with at least two reasons or 

examples with explanations.  Paragraph should include a topic sentence, detailed 

body, and closing sentence.  (Start with prewriting!) 

 

 

For 4-POINT responses, answer the question(s) with at least four reasons or 

examples with explanations.  Paragraph should include a topic sentence, detailed 

body, and closing sentence.  (Start with prewriting!) 

 

***For all paragraphs, if the question does not give an exact amount of reasons or 

examples, always provide three with explanations. 

 

 

5. For vocabulary questions, substitute all answer selections for the underlined word 

to verify which one makes the sentence complete and accurate. 

 

 

6. Terms: 

*Summarize/Paraphrase – to explain what something (passage, paragraph, 

poem, etc.) is about in your own words 

  *Irony – the unexpected twist, a different outcome than what was expected 

  *Metaphor – comparison of two objects without using like or as 

  *Compare – similarities 

  *Contrast – differences 

 

 



O.G.T. 

(Tips for Success) 

 

*For the Writing Test: 

 

1. Writing Process: 

a. Stage I. – Prewrite (Get your thoughts down that answer the writing prompt.) 

b. Stage II. – Draft (Do your best with a lot of detail.) 

c. Stage III. – Revise for content (Did you include all parts of the question in great 

detail?) 

d. Stage IV. – Edit for grammar (Don't make simple mistakes.) 

e. Stage V. – Make sure it's your best writing piece before you move on. 

 

 

2. Types of Writing: 

a. Narrative – to tell a story (Include five Ws – who, what, when, where, and why.) 

b. Expository – to inform 

c. Persuasion – to convince 

 

***LETTER FORM...remember date, heading <Dear Mr. Holko:>, 

 full detailed body with reasons and explanations, salutation <Sincerely,>, 

 signature, and printed name --- all of this on the left-hand margin 

 

 

3. Grammar:  IC = independent clause 

DC = dependent clause 

cc = coordinating conjunction <fanboys> 

a. IC,cc IC.   IC, DC.   DC, IC 

b. semi-colon – combines two sentences into one 

c. apostrophe – shows possession (Jake's bike) / forms a contraction (do not = don't) 

 
 

*Keys: (1) FOCUS, (2) CONFIDENCE, (3) LOOK OVER YOUR WORK 

 

 

Remember, graduation and no final exams!!! 
 

I believe in you.  Now, believe in yourself! 
 


